SUBJECT: E-Mail traffic in reference to AR 15-6 Report oflnvestigation: UH 60M (Model·
Tail Number 13-20624) Accident Resulting in Fatalities.

Original Message r---From:
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2015 03:27 PM
To: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

-,

Subject: LAANG Support

s,
Below is POC info for
and a summary of what he's looking for.
Hope you all can work out some mutually beneficial training.
S/F,

I can coordinate further details with them if they end up being
·the best choice ... but that is just some up front info. If all they can do is
the integrated planning and execution, then that works for me as well.

I have HMLA-773 interest in supporting with at least a section with multiple
turns through Stennis for gas. I am also continuing the conversation with
them for the best range, but it looks like Shelby is going to be the answer,
with Stennis for gas. The plan is day insert into a night extract which will
allow us to get the maximum training requirements knocked out for everyone
involved. Looking at being on the objective 1730-20~0 or maybe out to 2130
depending on how much CAS we can get. Endstate would be the assaults being
on deck at Pensacola by 2230 (at 120 kts) at the latest barring any delays."

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

Subject: Re: LAANG Support

We
are limited on

Sir,

I just wanted to touch base again and make sure everything still looks good
for training with us 5-6 March. I tried calling your office but had no luck.

I will be out of the office this afternoon starting at 1330. The rest of the
week I can be available whenever works for you to talk about the plan for
5-6 and if you are interested in the second week as well.
Very respectfully,

Tuesday, January 27, 2015 5:38 PM

To:llliliiilliilli•llililllllllllllliilll. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

another angle.

Sir,

. Otherwise, we are also going
working to get
FRIES bars for your aircraft. Do you have' some more specific information for
the part number, NSN, TAMCN, or units that could provide the equipment?
Very respectfully,

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
Aw shucks Destin. The guys will be devastated. Let me see what I can find
. out about the FRIES. Most of my maintenance and supply guys are out of town
this wee!(.
Thanks!

To:
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)
Haha ... I know, it is a rough life. We might just have to come over there
with you.
I have a few more questions for you:

I will be around the rest of the afternoon. When you get back to the office
if you could give me a call, that would be great.
Very respectfully,

To:
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

NSN~ ~======~eaea

FRIESropel
60'

To:
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)
Sir,
I'm putting the cost estimate together for the cross-org LOA and just want
to make sure I have the right numbers for your guys. I'm tracking 8
soldiers, but how many nights would you actually be in Destin?

To:

Subject: Re: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)
Let's go with 2 nights.

To:
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)
I went ahead and pushed the worst case scenario that you would want to fly
over Sunday night (8th) and stay for 7 days to support the whole week. If
they deny it, I will amend it to 2 days.

To:
Sub]ect: Re: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)

Lol. OK sounds good. Looking forward to seeing how the mission develops.
I'm meeting with 11111111 again on Tuesday to discuss Raven.
Sir, .

From

2 Feb 15 2:52

When you get a chance give me a call so that we can tall< through the
training plan and verify what you guys c~n and cannot do in the training
plan to manage expectations for our teams.

Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 12:12 PM
·To:
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)

...

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

-----Original Message----From:
Sent:
Cc: Griffin, G Wayne CW4 USARMY NG
Subject: RE: (UNCLASSIFIED)
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

-----Original
From:
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2015 9:22 AM
Subject:

-----Original Message----From:
[mail to
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2015 10:32 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)
Sir,

is our Hurlburt and he is working the ramp space and PPR for
you to come out and plan on the 5th. I will send you the info as soon as I
have it. I told him to plan for 2 x H-60M.

PPRs for NAS Pensacola (KNPA) on 6 March:

1515-1615: 15-0080
2000-2055: 15-0081

I might end up changing the PZ to Pensacola Regional (KPNS) because NAS
closes at 2100 and doesn't support our timeline. I wanted our JTACs to get
exposure to the PPR process and what a military base ops can provide a
planner, but I may end up just briefing to it instead of executing. I will
have to verify that Pensacola Regional will have ramp space and fuel for
you, but I doubt.it will be a problem sine USN/USMC flight school uses that
airfield all the time.

I hope the large file doesn't crush your inbox, but attached is a similar
brief to what you will be doing the second week (9-13 March). Slides 16-21
are what are really apply to put together a CONOP for the part you are
supporting, but wanted you to have the whole thing in case questions about
the exercise come up.

CC'd is
who is the
arid has some more detail
about exactly what his company needs to do ... so I wanted to include him in
the conversation. Just a heads up, there will be some AFSOC CV-22s
supporting some of the events, so the exact dates and timeline that we need
your support is being worked.

Also, I should have an answer about the cross-org LOA soon. Our cost
estimate was routed to our fiscal officer and he is looking over the entire
exercise.

Thanks again for the help and let us know what questions you have. I am out
of the office today, so my cell is the best bet to get a hold of me.

Very respectfully,

RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)

..

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED

Ok roger. All your dates on this brief are in February, so I assume this is
an exercise from a previous OP, or something currently on going. This looks
great. I see the safety considerations listed out for the HELOCAST, etc.
I'm still working it. I was hoping to borrow some from the 101st
out of Ft. Campbell, but they don't have any to spare. So unless you can
acquire some, we are stuck like chuck. I have my POC from the 101st
emailing me a comprehensive parts list of everything needed for H60M FRIES
ops. This will include parts and NSNs for both the A kit and B kit. The
NSNs I sent you were apparently just B Kit stuff.
for us.

-

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: FW: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)

He didn't reply all ....

Gents,
I've sat down with the teams for the 9-13 March iteration to refine the
schedule based on expected air
All training will
site on Santa Rosa Island.
completion) w/ H-60s
FRIES (pending ability to conduct the training based on below email
traffic); dry/wet ladder climbs at the beach (we will provide the ladders)
0900-Comp w/ H-60s
Dry/Wet SPIE
RFI: Are you able to do SPIE? Based on some of the research we've done, the
rope is attached to the cargo hook with a sling rigged through the cabin.
EENT-Comp W/ H-60s
Nighttime swimmer cast/ladder recovery, followed by nighttime
Over-the-horizon swimmer cast (swimmers will then load boats and push'toward
land)
Thursday, 12 March
Times based on window of support from MC-130
Two day jumps (one jumpers only, followed by jumpers and boats)
So, to sum up, looking to utilize the LAARNG 60s on Mon, Tues, Wed and the
MC-130 on Thursday. There is no intent/desire to utilize the CV-22s during
this iteration. Please let me know if there are any questions.
V/r,

From:
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2015 11:03 AM

Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)

to you and
Just to sum up our
on conducting
a face-to-face with our personnel on Sunday, 8
will have to be
TBD based on when the teams arrive at Hurlburt
place will
likely be out at their site at the b~ach since there is a nice lar e LZ out
there to land o

required.

Obviously we can address any issues/concerns
Let me know if anythirig comes up in the meantime.

Thanks again for the support and we look forward to working with you guys.
V/r,

From

One more question
have hoists?
It also opens us up to a few other amphib options that would be
great training for both parties. I've attached the pub for your reference,
specifically page 8-15 that discusses how the rope attaches to the hoist.
Obviously if you don't have a hoist, then we roll with the original plan,

but I wanted to check.

Please let me know if you can.

V/r,

To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: LAANG Support (UNCLASSIFIED)

For the most part, any Army HH60 will be in the MEDEVAC
configuration anyway. I know there is an HH60M Medevac unit out of
Jacksonville FL, with the Florida Army National Guard, but regulation may
not allow for MEDEVAC acft to participate in this type of exercise. You'll
have to ask. If you need a contact for them, let me know.

-

Subject: Tactical INFIL EXFIL Approval for MARSOC
Sir,

V/R

Sir, if your unit has the fabricated sling, the 12' aerial delivery slings and
support straps we have the rest. We do not have the pre-fabricated slings however
and thus were planning on doing rolled ducks (we take the zodiac, roll the motor
up inside the deflated boat and belay it out the door and then inflate it in the
water using a SCUBA tank). If you do have the slings, then we are completely open
to doing "Kangaroo" or "K-Ducks" with the proper equipment.

-

Thanks,

From: Griffin, G Wayne CW4 USARMY NG LAARNG (US)
[mailto:george.w.griffin.mil@mail.mil]
Sent: Tuesday, March 03, 2015 11:47 AM
To: Saunders Thomas A MS t USSOCOM MARSOC
Cc:
LAA
Subject: UH-60 air support 8 Mar

The following equipment will be required for this operation: (I need to know
which of these items will need to be supplied by my crews).

11-55. The hookup crew requires the following equipment and personnel for rigging
the CRRC using the
harness method:
CRRC with 35-horsepower engine and two full 6-gallon fuel tanks. (CRRC with the
engine and fuel weighs 475 pounds.)

ill

ill

Fabricated sling assembly.

ill

Sling, aerial delivery, 12-foot, 3,000-pound minimum capacity, one each.

ill

Bow release strap, one each, fabricated.

ill

Belly support strap, two each, fabricated.

Doughnut, 1-inch tubular nylon, about 1 foot in diameter. (Soldiers use
doughnut to attach

ill

equipment and rucksacks into the CRRC.)
ill

Clevis assembly, large, MS 70087-3, one each.

ill

Padding material, cellulose wadding or felt sheet.

ill

Tape, adhesive, pressure-sensitive, 2-inch-wide roll.

ill

Webbing, nylon, 1/2-inch tubular, 1,000-pound breaking strength.

ill

Tie-down strap, cargo, CGU/lB, one each.

ill

Energy-dissipating paper honeycomb, as required.

ill

Cord, nylon, Type III, 550-pound breaking strength.

Note. The personnel must maintain CRRC harness IAW TM 10-1670-201-23/NAVAIR 13-117, especially when being used in salt water.

V/R
CW4 Wayne Griffin
Standardization Pilot
AASF #1 I 1-244TH AHB
HAMMOND, LA

985-340-7328

